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We report on a search for mixing and CP violation in the system of D0 mesons and on the mea-
surement of the wrong-sign D0 decay rates at Belle. Using D0 → K+pi− decays we obtain the
following 95% C.L. limits on mixing parameters: x′2 < 0.81 ·10−3, −0.0082 < y′ < 0.016. The
search for D0 mixing in D0 → K+e−νe mode gives (x2 + y2)/2 < 1.2 · 10−3 at 95% C.L. The
measured wrong-sign decay rates are:
B(D0 → K+pi−)/B(D0 → K−pi+) = (3.71±0.18(stat)) ·10−3,
B(D0 → K+pi−pi0)/B(D0 → K−pi+pi0) = (2.29±0.15(stat)+0.13−0.09(syst)) ·10−3 and
B(D0 → K+pi−pi+pi−)/B(D0 → K−pi+pi−pi+) = (3.20±0.18(stat)+0.18−0.13(syst)) ·10−3.
We find no CP asymmetry in these decays.
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1. Introduction
D0 mesons can decay hadronically through the Cabibbo favored mechanism into the right-
sign (RS) final states (K−pi+, K−pi+pi0, K−pi+pi−pi+, ...). At considerably lower rate also wrong-
sign (WS) final states are possible (K+pi−, K+pi−pi0, K+pi−pi+pi−, ...). These can occur either
through doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays (DCSD) or through e.g. D0−D0 mixing (D0 → D0 →
K+pi−). Semileptonic decays resulting in a WS final state can only proceed via mixing (D0 →
D0 → K+e−νe).
The phenomenon of mixing has not yet been observed in the D0−D0 system. The parameters
used to characterize D0 −D0 mixing are x = ∆m/Γ and y = ∆Γ/2Γ, where ∆m and ∆Γ are the
differences in mass and decay width between the two neutral charmed meson mass eigenstates,
and Γ is the mean decay width. The mixing rate within the Standard Model is expected to be small
[1]: the largest predicted values, including the impact of long distance dynamics, are of the order
x <∼ y∼ 10−3−10−2.
Measurements described in this paper were performed using the data collected by the Belle
detector [2], positioned at the interaction point of the KEKB asymmetric-energy e+e− collider [3],
with the center-of-mass energy of 10.58 GeV.
2. D0 → K+pi− mixing search
To perform the search, we use D∗+ → D0pi+s decays which enable a suppression of combina-
torial background, and tagging of WS and RS decays using the charge of the slow pion pis.
The observables to extract the signal of D0 → K+pi− decays are the mass of the D0 candi-
date M(Kpi) =
√
(EK +Epi)2− (~pK +~ppi)2 and the released energy Q = M(pisKpi)−M(Kpi)−mpi ,
where mpi is the nominal mass of the charged pion. We demand the momentum of the D∗+ can-
didate in the e+e− center-of-mass (CM) frame to be greater than 2.5 GeV in order to reject D∗+
candidates from B decays. To eliminate background from double misidentification we reject D0
candidates with |M(Kpi(swapped))−mD0 |< 28 MeV, M(Kpi(swapped)) being the mass calculated
by swapping mass assignments of K+ and pi− candidates.
The background is divided into 4 categories: a) correct D0 candidate with a random pis candi-
date, b) 3- or more-body D0 decays, c) D+/D+s decays, d) combinatorial. The (M(Kpi),Q) shape
of each category of background is parametrised using Monte Carlo (MC) simulation.
In the 3σ M(Kpi) and Q region the fit yields 845±40 WS and 227721±497 RS events, their
ratio being RKpiWS = (0.371±0.018)%. Signal to background ratio in the WS sample in this region is
S/N = 0.9. M(Kpi) and Q dependent S/N ratio is extracted to be used in the proper decay time fit.
In hadronic WS decays one has to distinguish between DCSD and mixing via the D0 proper decay
time distribution:
dNhadronicWS






where RM = (x′2 + y′2)/2 and x′ = xcos δ + ycos δ , y′ = xcos δ − ycosδ . The phase δ is the mode
dependent strong phase difference between RS and WS decays. The first term is due to DCSD, the
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D0 proper decay time is calculated from D0 flight distance and its momentum. The D0 decay
vertex is obtained by fitting the daughter K/pi tracks. The D0 production vertex is taken as the
intersection of the D0 momentum vector with the interaction profile region.
We obtain RD, x′2 and y′ (2.1) via an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the WS decay-time
distribution. The fitting procedure and other details of the analysis can be found in [4]. The result-
ing values on a data sample with integrated luminosity of 90 fb−1 are: RD = (0.287± 0.037)%,
x′2 = (−0.153+0.08−0.10)%, y′ = (2.54+1.11−1.02)%, assuming no CP violation. As the latter two are consis-
tent with zero, we find the 95% C.L. region for the mixing parameters by performing a toy MC
study : 0.0027 < RD < 0.004, x′2 < 0.81 ·10−3, −0.0082 < y′ < 0.016.
To test for CP violation we perform the fit separately in D0 and D0 samples, obtaining R+D ,




(y′±)2)/2 and measure asymmetries AD = (R+D−R−D)/(R+D +R−D) and AM = (R+M−R−M)/(R+M +R−M).
Both are consistent with zero, the 95% C.L. being −0.25 < AD < 0.11 and −0.99 < AM < 1.00.
3. D0 → K+e−νe mixing search
The variable used to extract the signal of the semileptonic D0→Keν decays is ∆M = M(pisKeν)−
M(Keν). The neutrino is reconstructed exploiting the detector hermeticity and kinematic con-
straints. Details of the reconstruction can be found in [5]. To suppress D mesons from B decays
we reject candidates with K-e CM momentum lower than 2.0 GeV. We also reject candidates with
M(Ke) > 1.82 GeV to suppress the background from D0 → K−pi+ decays.
The remaining backgrounds for both RS and WS decays consist mainly of combinatorial back-
ground and are modelled using the data. For the RS combinatorial background we use candidates
with the unphysical charge combinations pi+s K−e− and pi+s K+e+. In the WS sample this back-
ground is modelled by combining pi+s and (K−+ e+) candidates from different events. The charge
correlated background (1.6% in the RS, 2.0% in the WS sample) is described using the MC.
We increase the sensitivity to D0−D0 mixing by exploiting the measurement of the D0 proper
decay time (the distribution of mixed events is dNmix/dt ∝ t2e−t/τD ). The interaction region of the
KEKB accelerator is narrowest in the vertical (y) direction, and hence the dimensionless proper




py , where py is the y component of the D
0 candidate’s
momentum and yvtx and yIP are the y coordinates of the reconstructed K-e vertex and of the inter-
action point, respectively.
To extract the result we select the region 1.0 < ty < 10.0 and divide it into 6 intervals. Using a
binned maximum likelihood fit to ∆M we extract the number of RS and WS signal events in each
of these intervals. We obtain the time-integrated mixing probability ratio in the i-th ty interval,
RiM = N iWS/N iRS × ε iRS/ε iWS, by multiplying the ratio of WS to RS signal events in each interval
by the ty efficiency ratio. We quote the result of the χ 2 fit of a constant to these 6 values as our
final time integrated mixing rate RM , which is in the limit x,y  1 equal to (x2 + y2)/2. The
result of the measurement, performed on a data sample with integrated luminosity of 253 fb−1, is
consistent with zero, RM = (0.20± 0.47(stat)± 0.14(syst)) · 10−3. The 95% C.L. upper limit is
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4. D0 → K+pi−pi0 and D0 → K+pi−pi+pi− WS rates
Similarly to the mixing search in D0 → K+pi−, the variables used to extract the signal are
M(Kpipi0), Q = M(pisKpipi0)−M(Kpipi0)−mpi and M(K3pi), Q = M(pisK3pi)−M(K3pi)−mpi .To
eliminate candidates from B decays we reject D∗+ candidates with CM momentum lower than 2.5
GeV. To eliminate doubly misidentified candidates we reject candidates with M(Kpipi 0(swapped))
in the range 1.78-1.90 GeV and candidates with |M(K3pi(swapped))−mD0 |< 20 MeV.
The background is divided into: a) random pis with correct D0 candidate, b) other charm
background, c) uds background, and in D→ K3pi also d) background with swapped pis and pi from
D0 decay. Their shapes are described by empirical functions fitted to distributions of MC simulated
events. The details of the analysis can be found in [6].
The number of signal events in the RS and WS samples are obtained from a binned max-
imum likelihood fit to M-Q distribution: NKpipi0RS = (8.683± 0.002) · 105, NKpipi
0
WS = 1978± 104;
NK3piRS = (5.259±0.002) ·105 , NK3piWS = 1721±75. To calculate RWS we have to account for possibly
different reconstruction efficiencies for RS and WS signal events (as a consequence of different
resonant structures in RS and WS decays). This is achieved by estimating the simulated efficiency
in bins of (M2Kpi ,M2pipi0) for Kpipi
0 and in five-dimensional space comprised of the invariant mass
squared for various K,pi combinations for K3pi , and convolving the efficiency distributions with the
observed distribution of reconstructed events in this space. The resulting WS to RS ratios on a data
sample with integrated luminosity of 281 fb−2 are: RKpipi0WS = (2.29± 0.15(stat)+0.13−0.09(syst)) · 10−3
and RK3piWS = (3.20±0.18(stat)+0.18−0.13(syst)) ·10−3. The ratios of reconstruction efficiencies, averaged
over the phase space, are: < εRS > / < εWS >= 1.01± 0.05 for D0 → Kpipi0 and 0.98± 0.04 for
D0 → K3pi .
To check for CP asymmetry we measure RWS separately for D0 and D0 samples and calcu-
late asymmetry ACP = (RWS(D0)−RWS(D0))/(RW S(D0)+ RWS(D0). Asymmetries in both decay
modes are consistent with zero: AKpipi0CP =−0.006±0.053, AK3piCP =−0.018±0.044.
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